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STABILITY OF THE CRITICAL 
STATIONARY OSCILLATIONS 

NGUYEN VAN DINH 
Institute of Mecham"cs1 Han01: Vt"etnam 

In [ 1], a preliminary study on the so-called critical stationary oscillations has been proposed. 
In the present paper, some additional remarks on tlie second stability condition are of our interest. 
It will be shown that the compact form of the mentioned condition can be established for ordinary 
as well as for critical stationary oscillations. 

1. The two parts of the resonance curve 

Stationary oscillations of the quasilinear oscillating system examined in [ 1] are determined 
from the equations: 

{!}8 = {A(~,a)u+B(~,a)v-E(~,a)}8 =0, 

{g} 
8 

= { G(~, a)u + H(~, a)v- K(~, a)} 
8 

= 0, 
(1.1) 

where: f, g are polynomials of (~, a, u, v), linear relative to ( u, v); the subscript "8" indicates that 
u, v must be substituted by u(O) =sinO, v(O) =cosO; other notations have been explained in [1]. 

In the planeR(~, a), the resonance curve Cis defined as the ensemble of representing points 
I(~, a) whose ordinate a is the amplitude of the stationary oscillations corresponding to the de
tuning parameter abscissa 1::... 

In general, C consists of two parts: the ordinary C1 and the critical C2 . 

C, lies in the ordinary region R, : Do(~, a) f. 0; it is given by the relationship: 

W( • )=Di(~,a)+D§(~,a) 
1 u, a D5 (~,a) 1 = 0. (1.2) 

To obtain (1.2} we have imposed the trigonometrical condition u2 + v2 = 1 on the expressions: 

u(~, a)= D,(~, a)/ Do(~, a), v(~, a) = D2(~, a)/ Do(~, a), (1.3) 

which are the solutions in R, of the equations (1.1) con!idered as the algebraic ones of two unknowns 
u, v (~, a play the role of parameters). 

C2 lies in the critical region (curve) R2 :Do(~, a) = 0; it consists of critical representing points 
I.(~., a.). If the matrix [Do] is assumed to be of rank 1, C2 is determined by the compatibility 
conditions (1.4) and the trigonometrical restrictions (1.5): 

D0 (~,a) = 0, D!(~, a)= 0, D2(~,a) = O, 

A2+B2 ::": E2, G2+ I{J ::": K2. 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

The conditions (1.4) assure the compatibility of the "linear" system(1.1) at I. (they determine 
compatible points I'(~', a')), while (1.5) assure the resolvability of the "trigonometrical" system 
(1.1) at I. (they distinguishe critical representing points from compatible ones). Usually, instead 
of (1.2), the following relationship is used: 

W(~, a)= D~(~, a)+ D~(~, a)- D5(~, a)= 0 (1.6) 
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Obviously, (1.6) contain" all the two parts c,, C2. However, (1.2) as well as (1.6) cannot be 
considered as the equation of the "whole" resonance curve C = C1 U 02: {1.2) does not contain 
C2 while (1.6) contains 'in surplus" compatible non critical points (satisfying(L4) but not (1.5)). 

2. Singularity and trigonometrical restrictions 

Critical points I* satisfy the necessary conditions of singularity: 

(~:). = o, (aa:).=o. (2.1) 

In practice, they are singular points of the curve W = 0. To determine the type of singularity of 
the critical point I.(~.,a.), we use the development.ofW(~,a) in its vinicity: 

W(~- ~.,a- a.) = ~52W + ... (2.2) 

where 
52W = Azo(a- a.) 2 + 2An(a- a.)(~-~.)+ Aoz(~- ~.)2 , 

(i,j = 0, 1, 2). 

We shall base our discussion only on 52W, assuming that 52W "'' 0 i.e. A~0 + Ai1 + A;j2 # 0. In 
this case, the singularity depends on the sign of the discriminant: 

D. = Ai1 - AzoAoz (2.3) 

namely: · if D* > 0, /* is a nodal point, 

~if D* < 0, I* is an isolated point (as it will be shown below, in this case, the point of 
interest is a compatible non critical). 

The case D* = 0 requires a more detailed study. 

It is noted that there exist certain liaisons between the singularity and the trigonometrical 
restrictions. Indeed, since rank [Do] = 1, we can assume that A. # 0. By (1) (2) we denote two 
trajectories in R1 passing through /*. 

The expressions (1.3) are the solutions of the "algebraic" equations {1.1) in R1. Therefore we 
have along (1) (2) an identity: 

A(~, a)D, (~,a)+ B(~, a)Dz(~. a)- E(A, a)Do(~, a) = 0. (2.4) 

So, by differentiating along (1) (2). we obtain at I.: 

(A an, + BaDz _ EaDo) + (A aD, + BaDz _ EaDo) k, = 0 (i = 1, 2), (2.5) 
a~ [)~ a~ • aa aa aa • 

where ki is the slope of the trajectory (i) at I •. 

Since k, # kz, from (2.5). it follows: 

(2.6) 

Using (2.6), the discriminant D. can be transformed into: 

D = .i_(A2 B2 _ E2 ) (aD2 aDo_ aDz aDo) 2
• 

• A; + • a~ aa aa a~ • (2.7) 
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This relation shows that: 

- H D* > O, then A;+ B~ > E';: the nodal point I* satisfying the trigonometrical restrictions 
is a critical point . 

• If D, < 0, then Az + B: < e:: the isolated point does not satisfy the trigonometrical 
restrictions; it is only a compatible non critical point and does not belong to 0 2 . 

3. The depha.ses of stationary oscillations 

For ordinary stationary oscillations i.e. on C1, the dephases are given by (1.3): 

sinB=u(B) =u(A,a), cosO= v(B) =v(A,a). (3.1) 

Let 1*(.6.., a*) be the critical point of interest. The corresponding dephases 0* are determined 
• for instance- from the first "trigonometrical" equation of the system (1.1): 

or, by the "algebraic" system: 

A, sin B + B, cos B - E, = 0 

A,u+B,v-E,=O 

u2 + v2 = 1. 

(3.2) 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

The critical dephases can also be determined by (1.3) "at limit". In R1, by suitable trajectories 
1, we call those passing through I, and admitting (at I,), as slope, any root k of the equation: 

A2ok2 + 2A11k + Ao2 = 0 (3.4) 

(each k corresponds to a "family" of trajectories of the same tangent at I*; for simplicity, this 
family is called one trajectory). The quadratic equation (3.4) has just D, as discriminant. 

H D. > 0 (nodal point) we have two suitable trajectories; if D* = 0 - only one; if D. < 0 
(isolated non critical point), suitable trajectories do not exist. 

At every point J(A, a) of 1, we have: 

A(A, a)u(A, a)+ B(A, a)v(A, a) - E(A, a) = 0. (3.5) 

When I m9ves along 1 and tends to I., by continuity, at I., we have: 

A,limu(A,a) + B,v(A,a)- E, = 0. (3.6) 

Suppose that the two limits of u(A, a), v(A, a) are given by: 

I. (A )=l' (Dl(A,a))=(dD1 /dD0 ) 
rmu ,a lm Do(A,a) dA · dA •' 

. _ . (D2(A,a)) (dD,/dDo) 
hmv(A,a)-hm Do(A,a) ~ dA dA ,' 

(3.7) 

where 

(dD;) =(aD,) k + (aD 2 ) (i = o, 1, 2). 
dA • aa • 8A • 

Regarding to (3.4), we can write: 

(!imu(A,al)
2 

+ (!imv(A,al)
2 
-1 = (3.8) 
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A-·= (a'+iW.) =z{(8D1)'(8Dl); +(BDz)'(BDz); _ (iJDo)'(BDo);}. {i+j=Z}, 
' 1 iJa'iJf:,.J * iJa iJf:,. iJa iJf:,. iJa iJf:,. • 

The expressions {3.6) (3.8} mean that limu(!:,.,a), limv(!:,.,a) satisfy (3.3a,b) i.e we have: 

"* = limu(!:,.,a), v. = limv(!:,.,a) (3.9} 

Remark. H Azo = 0, one root k = co. 

4. The compact form of the second stability condition 

The second {sufficient) condition for asymptotic stability is: 

Sz={Bf(iJgv_agu)-ag(atv_at,)} >0. 
aa iJu av aa au av • 

(4.1} 

On C1, i.e. for ordinary. stationary oscillations, regarding to (3.1), 82 can directly be expressed 
through (!:,.,a}: 

{
aj(ag iJg ) ag(Bf Bf )} 82 = aa au v- av u - a a iJu v- av u u(t>,a),v(t>,a) > O. (4.2} 

We remark again that (1.3} is the solution of the "algebraic" system (1.1} in R1. So, in R1, we 
have: 

f(t:,., a, u(!:,., a}, v(!:,., a)) = 0, 

g(t:,.,a,u(!:,.,a),v(!:,.,a}) :0. 

Differentiating (4.3} relative to a, we obtain 

(4.3} 

(4.4) 

Using (4.4}, on R1 , the expression inside the curly bracket of {4.1} can be written as (u, v substi
tuted by (1.3}}: 

(4.5) 

Obviously, (4.5) is valid on Cb too. Therefore, for ordinary stationary oscillations, the second 
stability condition takes the form: 

1 awl 
S2 (!:,.,a) =-Do· -a > 0. 

2 a 

On R1, we have W(t:,., a} = D~Wr(t:,., a}; so, on R1: 

!no BW1 = _1_aw _ .2..waPo 
2 aa 2Do aa D~ aa 

On C" Do t 0, W = o, we have: 

1 aw 
S2 (!:,.,a) = -D -a > 0. 

2 o a 

The stability of ordinary stationary oscillations is doubtful: 
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. . . m (aw ) - At ordmary srngulax pomt where Do i O, aa = 0 a A = 0 too 

- At the ends (of ordinary portions) having vertical tangents (parallel to the a-axis): along 
C1 , the slope is determined by 

if da h dA ___, 0, t en 
aw 
aa ___, O. 

For critical stationary oscillations, (u, v) must be substituted by ( u,, v,) which are the limits (along 
suitable trajectories) of u(.6., a), v(L.\, a) respectively. Therefore, we can write: 

82• =lim {at (ag v- ag u)- ag (aj v- 8/ u)} > 0. 
aa av. av . aa au av (4.9) 

Regaxding to (4.7), S2 • can be written as: 

. { 1 aw} li { 1 W aDo} 82• =lim 2Do aa - m D5 8;; > 0, (4.10) 

aDo ' I . I ' I' .. fi 't Oth . -- IS a po ynom1a , 1ts rm1t IS m e. erw1se, 
a a 

li W lim (D~ D~ ) 2 2 m D2 = D2 + D2 - 1 = u, + v, - 1 = 0. 
0 0 0 

Finally, we have: 

(4.11) 

or 

. {aD,(D') aD2(D2) aDo} s2. = hm -- -- + -- -- - -- > o, aa Do aa Do aa (4.12) 

1( d aw) /(dD0 ) 1( ) /(aDo aD0 ) 82, = 2 dA aa * dA • = 2 Au+ A2ok • at>. + a;;k • > 0. 
(4.13) 

5. Stability of the critical nodal point 

Let us examine in detail the stability (in the sense of the second stability condition) of a 
critical nodal point J,(A,, a,)- the intersection point of two ordinary portions (1) (2)- at which 
D, >0. 

The portions (1) (2) are just two suitable trajectories; I, represents two critical stationary 
oscillations with dephases e., corresponding to two slopes k, (i = 1, 2) of the portions (1) (2) 
respectively. 

We examine the point IJ 1l (I, considered as an element of (1)) and suppose that the portion 
(1) is stable i.e. along (1) we have S2 > 0. By continuity: 

sJ!l = lim s2 ;::: o. (5.1) 

However, 82, cannot be equal to zero. Indeed, sJ!l = 0 leads to; 

A2ok +Au = 0. (5.2) . 

From (5.2) (3.4) it follows D, = 0, in contradiction with the hypothesis on nodal point. 
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Thus IJ'l is stable as the portion (1). ·In general, the stability character of a nodal critical 
point Jt, is the same as that of ordinary portion considered as containing it. 

Remark 1. If the tangent of the portion (1) at I. is vertical, sJ!l = 0, the stability is doubtful. 
Indeed, k1 = 0, the first coefficient of the quadratic equation (3.4) is equal to zero: 

(5.3) 

(aDo) (aD1) (aD2) (lJ If -- = 0, then -- = -- = 0, therefore (from (4.12)) S2 • = 0 aa * aa * aa • 
(aDo) If -- 'I 0, from (3.7) (3.9) we deduce: aa • 

(aDl) 
aa • (aD2) 

aa • 
(aDo) ' 

aa • (aDo) 
aa • 

and. from {4.12): 

S(l)-
2• -

1 { (aD1)2 (aD2) 2 (aDo) 2} A2o = o. 

(aD0) a;;- • + a;;- • - a;;- • = 
2

(aDo) 
aa * aa * 

(5.4) 

Remark 2. If D. = 0, the stability is doubtful, too. Indeed, in this case, there exists only one 
suitable trajectory with k = -a11/A20· Therefore, the numerator of (4.13) vanishes and we have 
82* = 0. 

Conclusions 

The analysis presented above show that) for critical stationary oscillations, the compact form 
of tho second stability condition is the limit of that of the ordinary stationary oscillation. The 
limit must be done on suitable trajectories. For critical nodal points, the stability character can 
directly be deduced from that of the ordinary portion considered as containing them. 

This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research Pro
gramme in Nat ural Sciences. 
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ON DJNH ClJA DAO DQNG DUNG TCri H~N 

KhAo sit di~u ki~n 5n djnh thli- hai cda dao d\mg dirng t&i h'!-n. D\ffig g<;m cda di~u ki~n nay 
Ia gi&i h~J.n cda d'!-ng g9n cda dao d\>ng dirng thu·<rng. Gi&i h\ffi nay tie'n hanh tren quy d'!-o thich 
hqp. 
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